Brian & Chris, 
1.	 Something truly astonishing and shocking happened to Sheba this past Sunday (12/10/06). One 
of her rear paws got caught in a roughly 3/4" slot between the back of an armrest and the back of 
a "free" office chair I got from work. It happened in my spare bedroom, out of sight while I was 
in the kitchen preparing to wash dishes. She started crying, so I went in, and found her stuck. She 
was trying to get down off the chair, with her front claws on the floor or nearly there. I tried to 
free her, but that involved lifting the caught paw about six inches straight up, which I couldn't do. 
Because the chair was backed into a corner between the closet doors and two shelves on the back 
and right side, I couldn't flip it to the side either, and pulling it forward was hardly an option with 
her starting to panic. I was bare foot, and she badly bit and scratched me near the back lower part 
of my right leg during her frenzy of hissing and screaming. She broke free tom the chair, and hid 
underneath the green couch in my main room. I tried to entice her with a full can of food in order 
to find out where she was and to entice her out.  (She didn’t eat any of it).  When I found her, and 
she came out and went to my bedroom, she jumped onto my bed then.  At this time I could see 
her rear paw (I think it was her left one) was hanging, so I knew it was broken, which didn't 
surprise me at all. 
Because she hadn't liked going into my small pet carrier in the past, but I had to get her to the 
vet's somehow, I decided to go out and buy a much larger pet carrier. (Brian, you could get Cleo 
into this one if you had to!) The idea would be that I wouldn't have to struggle with her so much 
if she resisted me, and after this horrible incident, I thought that was likely. But, most 
pathetically, after I had come back from the fancy pet supplies store with the pet carrier (and had 
also stopped at Meijer's on Middlebelt near I-96 also to buy bandages and ointments for the 
injured human!), I put on my coat and gloves to try to grab her. But after I spotted her under my 
bed, near the head of it, and had moved the top mattress some, she willingly came out towards 
me, and struggled in a limping way over the low bottom cross piece of the (separate) bed head 
that holds its two legs together. It is truly heart-wrenching when I think about it now, for despite 
the awful incident in which she badly scratched and bitten me about 45 minutes earlier (this 
happened roughly around 1:15 PM), she knew at some level I didn't mean her harm, and she let 
me pick her up and put her into the (for a cat) huge pet carrier. 
I took her to the vet office on Grand River near Telegraph where she had been spayed vaccinated 
a little over a year before, which opened at 2 PM on a Sunday, and stayed open until 10 PM. 
After taking an X-ray that showed the leg was broken (which was obvious), the vet told me it 
would cost something like $600 to put a splint on her leg, and like $1200 to $2000 to put in a 
steel rod. Both of her lower bones in that leg were plainly broken, when one looked at the X-ray. 
I couldn't do the rod option for financial reasons, and even the splint was pushing it, but Sheba 
had been a good cat. She was willing to sit on my lap & purr, and (more recently especially) get 
in bed with me and lay on me and purr. From our collective experience with Char, we know not 
all cats are this affectionate! So I gave permission to go ahead with the splint option, after also 
being told it would involve confining her to a bathroom or other small space for weeks so she 
wouldn't jump up on anything much. She also would need to be checked weekly, etc., by the vet 
to see how the healing process was going. (She also told me Sheba was overweight, so I was 
going to need to put her on a diet! I wonder what she'd think of Wellington & Blucher then!) 
Well, I was warned by the vet, and a book I had read about cats had warned about this also, that 
cat bites are unusually dangerous, so I had to get professional care. For the first time in my life, I 
got an IV put into me at the Botsford ER (the hospital near 8 mile and on Grand River) Sunday 
evening so some heavy-duty antibiotics could be put into me. I also got a prescription for oral 
antibiotics. They also took X-rays of the foot that had been bitten & scratched. Admittedly, I 
think the X-rays and even the IV-delivered antibiotics were an overkill, but not the oral 
antibiotics. Sheba had been a rigidly indoor cat, and had had her shots, but cats' mouths are 
unusually apt to have all sorts of nasty germs in them. (A cat bite is decidedly worse on average 
than a dog bite, assuming an equal level of flesh tearing, for it's more apt to get infected). I had 
put on Meijer's brand of Neosporin myself on my wound, and special big bandages from Meijer's 
as well, but I knew I would have to get professional orally taken antibiotics also in order to 
protect myself. So although I went a bit reluctantly, it was a good idea in the end, although if I 
had been paying out of pocket, I probably would have resisted some of the treatments given 
more. (The X-rays are done in part to see if the creature had left a tooth or tooth fragment in the 
wound . . . gruesome, eh?) It was somewhat humbling yet at times strangely relaxing to sit in the 
hospital some. Unfortunately, I developed a serious limp as the hours passed on Sunday after 
having been bitten. It was also somewhat odd to look down and see the IV after it had been 
inserted into the back middle of my right hand. (Something mechanical/plastic was jointed tightly 
to my flesh). The nurse doing it had said I had good veins for this procedure, since they were 
prominent and sticking out some! On the other hand, I had a lot of hair, which would make and 
made removing the bandages (well) a bit painful! The antibiotic was initially put into me very 
slowly, and that after they had to go to the hospital's pharmacy to get it (which apparently wasn't 
typical, but they were out) When the doctor noticed why I was still there, and I was concerned 
about going back to get Sheba before the vet's office would close at 10 PM, he suddenly had the 
IV turned on fully, and it felt like a cool sensation was entering my hand. Strange indeed. I do 
find it fascinating that a human vein in the hand could take in so much fluid so quickly, as it 
worked out, over the next roughly 15 minutes. I got discharged somewhere around 8:30 PM. I 
limped out to my car (they offered me a wheelchair, which was somewhat tempting, but I turned 
that offer down) . . . and then had trouble starting it! It seems it acts up in humid or rainy 
conditions, a speculation I had heard someone say about cars at times, and those were the 
conditions then. It seems I may be using a lot of "HEET" over the next few weeks or months, 
depending on what happens. (After further trouble on Monday, and having used starting 
fluid/ether in both these cases, I bought some more HEET at the Auto Zone at 5 Mile and 
Telegraph, about 0.6 of a mile from my home). 
Now, shortly before I went to the ER, the vet called, and said something about Sheba's breathing 
really hard, and wanting to take a chest X-ray to see if her internal organs had been damaged, etc. 
I said that was fine. When I got home around 8:45 PM, I listened to my phone messages, and the 
vet had left one about Sheba breathing hard and (I can't remember when she said this) she was 
turning color, to blue. When I called the vet up, fully expecting to immediately go out to get 
Sheba, she told me (GASP!) Sheba had died! She wasn't put to sleep, and she hadn't had surgery 
to put in the splint yet. Apparently, the vet was concerned that Sheba might not be able to 
undergo getting anesthesia, so she had delayed doing that. Meanwhile, she died from internal 
injuries and/or shock. Apparently the poor creature had literally shaken herself to death in her 
frenzy to free herself from the "free" office chair in the spare bedroom she had liked sitting in sometimes. I'm not sure if she had hit herself hard up against the closet door or the chair's frame, 
amidst the chaos in trying to free her. To add insult to injury, and this is gruesome, the vet told 
me that because her rabies shot (given a little over a year earlier) had expired (i.e., only a few 
days earlier this month), Sheba's head would have to be amputated and sent up to Lansing to be 
examined for rabies!! And, I would have to pay for it!!! This was a ridiculous legalism, given 
that she was a cat kept rigidly indoors, and the shot was still likely still plenty effective, being 
only about a week or less past the effectiveness date. I was in no position to take her body 
anyway, for I don't have a place to bury her, so I let the vet keep her. 
This is all so upsetting. Although she was an animal, I still have affectionate feelings for her. I 
still think now I how she willingly came out from underneath my bed after moved the top 
mattress some and pulled the frame some away from the headboard, but she struggled so, as she 
moved over the headboard's bottom crossbeam towards me.  She didn’t move away from me to 
hide, as I feared she might do.  While I was at work on Tuesday,  I thought of also how she came 
up to me and let me pet her the first time a little over a year ago that I saw her.  She was being 
fed as a stray at the house of one man (a deacon in the local church I attend) who gave her to me. 
At the time, I took this as a good sign that she would be an affectionate cat, that she wasn't 
avoiding me as a stranger. Getting back to Sunday's awful events, despite the terrible incident 
about 45 minutes or so earlier, during which she bit and scratched me badly, she didn't hold a 
grudge. She still trusted me, and let me pick her without a struggle after she limped from where 
she had been hiding underneath my bed. Then I put her into the new and (for her) giant-sized pet 
carrier, which I had put two towels, cat nip, and had sprayed a "kitty calmer" chemical into also. 
(I had sprayed that around the bed in my room also, before starting to go after her). I was blessed 
that this was such an easy job, for she hated getting almost stuffed into the small cat carrier I had. 
Unfortunately, the trip to the vet's was a death ride for her. The vet did had me pet her on the 
examining room table when she left for a bit, which I didn't realize at the time was the last time I 
would pet her or even see her. It's all so profoundly sad & upsetting. True, Sheba's still just an 
animal, but it's still awful anyway. And I had had her only for a little over a year. Chris, I can see 
more how you felt about Freep's passing. The difference here was that a freak accident suddenly 
killed Sheba . . . it wasn't like the months-long decline Char and Koozie had experienced as old 
cats as old age caught up with them. 
Well, I guess that's enough now about Sheba. I don't plan to be looking for another cat anytime 
soon, it should be noted. 
Love, 
Eric

